
Photo Frame
Instructions & Care

Thanks for purchasing one of our photo frames to display your treasured 
memories! We hope it brings you many years of joy!

Adding the photo

Gently tip the frame sideways, and the front acrylic panel will come out of 
the side. If needed you can trim the photo slightly using the clear panel as 
a template. Then, place the photo behind the clear panel and align it with 
side that will be inserted back in. Holding the photo and the clear panel 

together, insert them into the frame. Use your �ngernail to make any �nal 
positioning adjustments.

Adding the stand

We supply just one acrylic leg for these! The intention is for the leg to be in 
the middle, but there are three positions it can be placed in on the back of 

the frame.

Hook the top of the leg over �rst, aligning it with a notch on the back. 
Then gently snap the bottom of the leg to the bottom of the frame. Don’t 

force it - if you have issues, try and straighten up the leg and try again.

Removing the stand

To remove the stand, just push it gently sideways. If it doesn’t click o�, 
straighten it up and try again. Please don’t force it.

Issues or Questions?
If you have any issues at all, please email us at hello@footeand-

�ame.com.au and we’ll �x it for you! 
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